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**Team Captain** ($200 scholarship) from each Theta Tau Region:

Atlantic: Jahan Shiekhy  
Central: Amy Hooper  
Great Lakes: Adam Snow  
Gulf: Michael Silberling  
Midwest: Allen Bergstedt  
Northeast: Nicholas Eadie  
Southeast: Jacob Ray  
West: Elise Lim

**Congratulations** to all our Academic Team Members!

Nick Arnold - University of Arizona - Systems Engineering ‘16  
Allen Bergstedt - University of Minnesota - Biomedical Engineering ‘18  
Christian Carter - Miami University - Computer Engineering ‘16  
Ankur Choksi - Rutgers University - Materials Science and Engineering ‘16  
Timothy Collins - The University of Alabama - Computer Science ‘19  
Cassandra Cook - University of Michigan - Ann Arbor - Industrial & Operations Engineering ‘17  
John Crimmins - University of Florida - Industrial & Systems Engineering ‘17  
Daniel Crist - Mississippi State University - Electrical Engineering ‘16  
Holden DeGrave - The University of Alabama - Electrical Engineering and Mathematics ‘17  
Jesse Deleoh - Arizona State University - Mechanical Engineering ‘16  
Rocky Diegmiller - University of Pennsylvania - Chemical & Biomolecular Engineering ‘15  
Nicholas Eadie - SUNY Buffalo - Mechanical Engineering and Physics ‘15  
Wyatt Gamble - Mississippi State University - Computer Engineering ‘16  
Katherine Geisler - University of South Carolina - Chemical Engineering ‘15  
Nicholas Gomez - University of Florida - Mechanical Engineering ‘18  
Bradley Hansen - Mississippi State University - Civil Engineering ‘15  
Robert Herrington - University of South Carolina - Mechanical Engineering ‘15  
Blakeley Hoffman - University of South Carolina - Computer Science ‘17  
Amy Hooper - University of Texas at Austin - Mechanical Engineering ‘16  
Wei-Ling Hsu - University of California, Davis - Computer Science and Engineering ‘17  
Lynn Huynh - University of California, Davis - Mechanical Engineering ‘16  
Gabriel Jagoe-Seidl - The University of California at Davis - Bio- medical Engineering ‘16  
Melanie Johnson - George Mason University - Applied Information Technology ‘16  
Katelyn Kelsey - The University of Texas at Austin - Biomedical Engineering ‘15  
Matthew Keys - North Carolina State University - Electrical Engineering ‘16  
Nabil Khan - University of South Carolina - Mechanical Engineering ‘17  
Jacob Lasky - North Carolina State University - Molecular, Cellular, and Developmental Biology ‘17  
Vivian Law - University of California Davis - Electrical Engineering ‘15  
Sarah Liber - Rutgers University - Biomedical Engineering ‘17  
Ellise Lim - UC Berkeley - Mechanical Engineering ‘16  
Daisy Luo - University of California, Davis - Biomedical Engineering ‘15  
Johnathan Mah - University of California, Davis - Electrical Engineering ‘17  
Nicole Maneth - University of Kansas - Interdisciplinary Computing ‘16  
Alexandros Maroufkhan - University of the Pacific - Mechanical Engineering ‘16  
Andrew Mc Neilly - University of Nevada, Reno - Mechanical Engineering ‘15  
Vikram Melchizedec - University of South Carolina - Computer Engineering ‘17  
Mohamad Mohamad - The Ohio State University - Chemical & Biomolecular Engineering ‘15  
Katelyn Morsberger - University of South Carolina - Mechanical Engineering ‘16  
Austin Mutschler - University of Arizona - Computer Science - 1996  
Mariusz Ogrodnik - Rutgers University - Civil Engineering ‘16  
Wilfredo Ortiz - University of Central Florida - Photonics Science and Engineering ‘17  
David Parker - Clemson University - Industrial Engineering ‘15  
Christina Parry - Rutgers University - Electrical and Computer Engineering ‘17  
Nicholas Paul - University of Rhode Island - Civil and Environmental Engineering ‘15  
Tyler Pedeleose - The Ohio State University - Computer Science and Engineering ‘16  
Dalton Plummer - University of Kansas - Computer Engineering ‘16  
Kristopher Quon - University of California, Davis - Chemical Engineering ‘17  
Jacob Ray - North Carolina State University - Civil Engineering ‘17  
Clementina Reynolds - Arizona State University - Electrical Engineering - 1995  
Seth Rhodes - University of Central Florida - Electrical Engineering & Photonics Science ‘17  
Roma Saeed - University of California, Davis - Chemical Engineering ‘17  
Elizabeth Scheig - The University of Alabama - Mechanical Engineering ‘17  
Jackson Schleich - University of Central Florida - Electrical Engineering ‘15  
Jahan Shiekhy - Virginia Polytechnic Institute - Mechanical Engineering ‘15  
Felix Sierra - Texas A&M University - Mechanical Engineering ‘17  
Michael Silberling - University of Florida - Industrial and Systems Engineering ‘16  
Adam Snow - The Ohio State University - Aeronautics & Astronautical Engineering ‘16  
Amanda Sopkin - University of Illinois at Urbana - Champaign - Computer Science ‘17  
Sarah Strauss - University of Central Florida - Computer Engineering ‘15  
Peter Talley - University of Central Florida - Manufacturing Engineering ‘15  
Olivia Tanguileg - University of Nevada, Reno - Electrical Engineering ‘16  
Kevin Tenney - University of Kansas - Chemical Engineering ‘17  
Beliana Torres - The University of Texas at Austin - Electrical and Computer Engineering ‘18  
David Troner - University of Florida - Aerospace and Mechanical Engineering ‘15  
Brian Tseng - University of California, Berkeley - Electrical & Computer Science ‘16  
Joanna Url - The University of Alabama - Chemical Engineering ‘17  
Brett Wagner - University of Kansas - Civil Engineering ‘16  
Jeffrey Wang - University of California, Davis - Computer Science ‘17  
Taylor Waters - Mississippi State University - Mechanical Engineering ‘15  
Derek Zuchowski - University of Toledo - Chemical Engineering ‘15